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Held everyone accountable for that employee’s death
Gave out his personnel phone number – We’re all in this together!  At the same time communicating to management 
that they were expected to listen and act or be ready to explain why they didn’t
Took immediate action when the Mexico accident happened
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After the accident, O’Neill and the executives reviewed every detail of the accident.  They watched video footage again 
and again.  They recreated the stages of the accident through diagrams, compiling a list of dozens of mistakes made by 
multiple parties.  
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Obvious serious lack of controls prior to Mr. O’Neill’s arrival.

Numerous controls implemented: 
painted the safety railings bright yellow, 
reviewed and updated all policies and procedures, 
ensured machinery was equipped with sensors to identify human presence
Established an incident review / lessons learned 
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Mexico’s Sr Executive chose to not communicate (report) the event.  This information is imperative, he had researched 
and mitigated the situation, however he didn’t consider that it could be an issue at other plants.  Once a risk is emerges 
that identifies that a control is broken, all internal and external customers that could be affected (or have the same risk) 
must be notified.
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ISM: Integrated Safety Management
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Luck Is Not A Strategy



In the last year have you…
• Texted while walking 
• Stood on a chair 
• Used a stairway without holding the rail
• While operating a vehicle:

• Sped
• Read an email or texted
• Drove while tired
• No seatbelt

• Did yardwork without PPE 
• Opened a SPAM e-mail
• Dined without knowing health rating
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3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkpDz8YyVD8&t=12s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkpDz8YyVD8&t=12s


How did this happen?

Was this the Pre-job Brief?

Why did the QB take such a big 
risk?

Does the behavior match the 
result?
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Lessons Learned?

Would you call this a near miss?

What is the likelihood of 
recurrence of this behavior?

Does the team’s record tell us 
how lucky they are vs how 
good?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vR7s2m5Z5GA 11
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It’s difficult to know if you’re luck or good… and 
your safety numbers aren’t a reliable indicator?
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Luck

If you’re not structuring good 
results, you need more luck.

Good
LuckLuckLuck

Luck
Luck

Luck

Luck

Luck

Luck



Manage change

The REMEDY

Yield

Human Performance: less luck, more designed results

Inspect what you Expect Organizational Resilience



Building the REMEDY strategy

When we think of “Reducing Errors” 
we think of worker Behaviors.



The Monday Morning Quarterback

Worker Behavior

1. …sees what’s not working and 
adjusts.

2. …adapts to unfamiliar situations.
3. …figures out ways to be more 

efficient.
4. …has the experience to overcome 

insufficient resources.
5. …uses their knowledge to make 

sense of confusing instructions. 

When we win…

1. Adaptable

2. Makes it Work

3. High Producer

4. Resourceful

5. Experienced
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When we lose…

1. Took Risks

2. Made it up

3. Used Shortcuts

4. Worked Around

5. Made Assumptions



Building the REMEDY strategy

How do good Error Defenses 
help worker Behaviors?



How Do Error Defenses Help?

Worker Behavior

1. …sees what’s not working and 
adjusts.

2. …adapts to unfamiliar situations.
3. …figures out ways to be more 

efficient.
4. …has the experience to overcome 

insufficient resources.
5. …uses their knowledge to make 

sense of confusing instructions. 

1. Give people faulty work processes

2. Ask workers to figure it out

3. Place production pressure on workers

4. Ask worker to “make do” with less

5. Provide incomplete guidance
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The system doesn’t…



Manage change

Building the REMEDY strategy

Look at Error Defenses and 
Behaviors to know how 
work is getting done.
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Still 
measuring 
success by 

results?
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Manage change
Yield

Luck is not a strategy, Human Performance is

Organizational Resilience



Can we rely on 0.1% luck?

• 12 newborns will be given to the wrong parents daily.

• 107 incorrect medical procedures will be performed today.

• Every hour 18,322 pieces of mail will be mishandled.

• 810 commercial airline flights would have unsafe landings every month.

• 315 entries in Webster's Dictionary will be misspelled.

• We would have no electricity for 10 minutes each week.

• Every hour 22,000 transactions will be deducted from the wrong bank accounts.

• 20,000 incorrect drug prescriptions will be written this year.

• Every day in the U.S., 2.8 million calls would go to the wrong number.

• 103,260 income tax returns will be processed incorrectly each year.

• For 43 minutes each month the drinking water from your faucet would be unsafe. 

• 291 pacemaker operations will be performed incorrectly.

In other words, is 99.9% good enough?



Is your luck running out?

41

Event
~1

Accident/Injury
~10

Near Misses
~30

Error Precursors (Taking Risks)
~300

This is behaviors



How do we know if we are lucky or good.

•Two easy ways to find out:

•Near miss reporting

•Observations
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Don’t Take Risks
• Don’t audible.

• Stick to the plan.
• If the plan doesn’t look like it’s going to work, stop 

and get more guidance.

• Don’t throw up a Hail Mary and hope for luck.
• Luck usually helps us out…until it doesn’t.

• You have unlimited time-outs and clock doesn’t run out.
• Mitigate the trap of time-pressure. 

How do we get to good?



In the last year have you…
• Texted while walking (5,977)
• Stood on a chair (650)
• Used a stairway without holding the rail (12,000)
• While operating a vehicle: (40,000)

• Sped
• Read an email or texted
• Drove while tired
• No seatbelt

• Did yardwork without PPE (75- lawnmowers)
• Opened a SPAM email ($20 billion)
• Dined without knowing health rating (3000)
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Looking for more?
• Join the Human 

Performance Community 
of Practice

• 1-hour webinars, meet 
every other Thursdays a 4 
ET

• Hosted by Dr. James 
Merlo and Dr. Mike Legatt

51•https://mailchi.mp/e4274b7f9e84/hpcop

https://mailchi.mp/e4274b7f9e84/hpcop


www.knowledgevine.com

Download the KV Share mobile app to 
get access to our content on the go!

Available on ANDROID and iOS

KNOWLEDGE VINE SERVES CLIENTS 
NATIONWIDE

Follow us on:

CONTACT US
4613 Church Street
Zachary, LA 70791

Phone: 225-778-7362
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